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ON THE CURVATURE OF TENSOR PRODUCT CONNECTIONS 
AND COVARIANT DIFFERENTIALS 
JOSEF JANYSKA 
ABSTRACT. We give coordinate formula and geometric description of the curvature 
of the tensor product connection of linear connections on vector bundles with the 
same base manifold. We define the covariant differential of geometric fields of certain 
types with respect to a pair of a linear connection on a vector bundle and a linear 
symmetric connection on the base manifold. We prove the generalized Bianchi iden-
tity for linear connections and we prove that the antisymmetrization of the second 
order covariant differential is expressed via the curvature tensors of both connections. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of linear symmetric (classical) connections on a manifold there are 
many very well known identities of the curvature tensor (see for instance [1, 4]). Some 
of these identities can be generalized for any linear connection on a vector bundle. 
In this paper we give the coordinate formula for the curvature of the tensor product 
connection K ® K' of two linear connections K or K' on vector bundles E - > M o r 
E' -> M , respectively, and we give also the geometric description of this curvature. 
We prove that the curvature of K ® K' is determined by the curvatures of K and K'. 
The above results are used in the case if one of linear connections is a classical 
(linear and symmetric) connection on the base manifold. We introduce the covariant 
differential of sections of tensor products (over the base manifold) of a vector bundle, 
its dual vector bundle, the tangent and the cotangent bundles of the base manifold. 
We prove that such (first order) covariant differential of the curvature tensor of a linear 
connection satisfies the generalized Bianchi identity and that the antisymmetrization 
of the second order covariant differential is expressed through the curvatures of linear 
and classical connections. 
All manifolds and maps are supposed to be smooth. 
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1. LINEAR CONNECTIONS ON VECTOR BUNDLES 
Let p : E —> M be a vector bundle. Local linear fiber coordinate charts on E will 
be denoted by (xx,y%). The corresponding base of local sections of E or E* will be 
denoted by bt- or b
1, respectively. 
Definition 1.1. We define a linear connection on E to be a linear splitting 
K : E -> JlE. 
Proposition 1.2. Considering the contact morphism JlE -> T*M ® TE over the 
identity ofTM, a linear connection can be regarded as a TE-valued 1-form 
K:E-> T*M ® TE 
projecting on the identity ofTM. 
The coordinate expression of a linear connection K is of the form 
K = dx®(dx + K/x y
5 di), with K/x G C°°(M, R). 
Definition 1.3. The covariant differential of a. section $ : M -> E with respect to 
K is defined to be 
V*$ = jl$ - K o $ : M -> E ® T*M. 
M 
Remark 1.4. From the affine structure of 7TQ : JlE —> E we obtain that the difference 
j 1 ^ - K o $ lies in the associated vector bundle VE ® T*M. From VE = E x E we 
M 
get the above Definition 1.3. 






Definition 1.5. The curvature of a linear connection K on E turns out to be the 
vertical valued 2-form 
R[K] = -[K, K]:E->VE® A2T*M, 
where [, ] is the Froelicher-Nijenhuis bracket. 





= -2(9AK/ /Z + KfxKJn) y> d{®d
x Nd?, 
i.e. the coefficients of the curvature are 
^ [ ^ V A / -
 = ^iK/A — d\Kj%p + KfpKpx — Kjp\Kp
%n. 
If we consider the identification VE = E x E and linearity of R[K], the curvature 
M 
R[K] can be considered as a tensor field (the curvature tensor field) R[K] : M —> 
E*®E®A2T*M. 
Theorem 1.6. We have the generalized Bianchi identity 
[K,R[K}] = 0. 
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Proof. It follows immediately from the graded Jacobi identity for the Froelicher-
Nijenhuis bracket. • 
We have, [3], 
Proposition 1.7. Let K be a linear connection on E. Then, there is a unique linear 
connection K* : E* -» J122* on the dual vector bundle E* —•> M such that the 
following diagram commutes 
Ex E* —----> MxM 
M 
KxK*\ OxidjR 
JlE X J1^ - ^ > T*M X M 
M 
Its coordinate expression is 
K*=dx® (dx - Ki
jx Vj d{), with Kijx € C°°(M, M), 
where (xA,2l,) are the induced linear fiber coordinates on E* and dl = d/dyi. 
Definition 1.8. The connection K* is said to be the dual connection of K. 
Proposition 1.9. We have R[K*] : M -> E ® E* ® A2T*M and 
M M 
^.ATjA/i = "^[-^-VA/. • 
2. TENSOR PRODUCT LINEAR CONNECTIONS 
Let p' : Er -» M be another vector bundle. Local linear fiber coordinate charts on 
E' will be denoted by (xx, za). The corresponding base of local sections of E' or E'* 
will be denoted by b^ or b'°, respectively. 
Consider a linear connection K' on E' with coordinate expression 
K' = dx ® (5A + K;
a
A 2* 9 a ) , with Kj
a
A E C°°(M, M). 
Let us consider the tensor product E ® E ' -> M with the induced fiber linear 
M 
coordinate chart (xx,wta). We have, [3], 
Proposition 2.1. Let K be a linear connection on E and K' be a linear connection 
on E'. Then, there is a unique linear connection K <8 K' : E ® E' -> Jl(E ® E') 
M M 
such that the following diagram commutes 
ExE' --?-> EQE1 
M M 
KxK'l K®K' 
JlE x JlE' -£2+ Jl(E ® E') 
M M 
Its coordinate expression is 
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Definition 2.2. The connection K ® K' is said to be the tensor product connection 
o f K a n d K ' . 
Remark 2.3. We remark that this concept was introduced in another way in [2], 
p. 381. 
The tensor product connection is linear, so we can define its tensor product connec-
tion with another linear connection and we have by iteration 
Proposition 2.4. A linear connection K on E and a linear connection K' on E' 
induce the linear tensor product connection K*®K'TS := &
)K®®qK*®®TK'®®9K'* 
on ®PE ® ®qE* ® ®TE' ® ®SE'* with coordinate expression 
M M M 
K> ® K'\ = d* ® (dx + (Kk\ w%;;XT + •- + *V'A <:XHl"
ar 
V * „f,-l—«P-»l-«-r T{ k »l..tpOi...Or 
- A J l *Wkj2...jqbi...ba
 AJg *WJi...jq-ikbi...ba 
l If' 01 .11-l-»pC02...0r , , Tsl Or ^il-tpOl ...Or_ 1C 
+ K c A wji...jqbi...b. + • • • + * € X
wji...jqbi...ba 
If1 c ii...ip(Li...ar Tfi c nii...ivai...ar \ fJi..jqbi...ba\ 
- K h \Wjx...jqcb2...ba




1'"l?a,1 ""?r) are the induced linear fiber coordinates on ®PE ® ®qE* ® 
V 3i...Jqbi...baJ M M 
®TE' ®®9E'*. 
M 
The curvature of the linear tensor product connection K ® K' on E ® E' turns out 
M 
to be the vertical valued 2-form 
R[K ®K') = -[K® K\ K®K']:E®E'-> V{E ® E') ® A2T*M. 
M M 
Theorem 2.5. The coordinate expression of R[K ® K'] is 





= (i*[K]; V ^a + R[KV\v wib)dia ®dxAd\ 
i.e. the coefficients of the curvature R[K ® K') are 
R[K ® K'] j 6 % = RW^Sl + R[K%\$. 
Proof. This can be proved in coordinates. D 
Theorem 2.5 implies that the curvature R[K ® K') is determined by the curvatures 
R[K) and R[K']. Now, we would like to find the geometric description of the curvature 
R[K ® K']. First we note that the curvatures of the above linear connections can be 
considered as bilinear morphisms, over M , 
R[K\ :ExE*-> A2TM, 
м 
R[K'\: E' x E" - ł A2TЏM. 
м 
2 T . j 
R[K ® K']: {E ® EҐ) x (E ® E')* - ł A2TM. 
м м м 
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Then we have 
Theorem 2.6. The curvature R[K ®Kf] is a unique bilinear morphism such that the 
following diagram commutes 
ExE'xE*x E'* . O ^ W - m ^ A2T*M 
M M M 
(®>® ) | | i d A - T * A f 
(E ® E') x (E* ® Ef) R[mK'\ A2T*M 
MM M 
where (,) or (,)' are the evaluation morphisms on E or Ef, respectively. 
Proof. Let us assume a bilinear morphism R: (E®E') x (E® E')* -» A2T*M and 
M MM 
let us put e = (e*) € Ex, e* = (a) € E*x, e' = (e
fa) G E'x and e
f* = (e'a) e E'x*. Then 
(e', e'*) R[K](e, e*) = e ' ^ R ^ ^ a dA A d", 
(e, e*) fl[K'](e', e'*) = e'e^KVA^e'V, dA A d", 
R(e ® e', e* <S> e'*) = V V ^ ' V l dx A d" 
and it is easy to see that R(e <g> e', e* <g> e'*) = (e', e'*) it[K](e, e*) + (e, e*) -R[K'](e', e'*) 
if and only if 
Rjbia\n = -ft[-̂ ]/A/.̂ 6 + -r?[K ]ba\n8lj . 
Now, Theorem 2.6 follows from Theorem 2.5. D 








s] is determined 
by the curvatures R[K] and R[Kf]. We have the coordinate expression 
n[K>q ® K>:\=[R[K\k- A-«£ir.:r+• • • + - w s . < - & £ • * 
- - W * «fe&:X - W * < t u u 
+R[KY\. <::&:-+• • • + I w % <:$:.:r1C 
- /^n, %<£££ R[K\ v<::g;;:ric) 
V.. . , ® b * " * ® bai...ar ® b
61"6 ' ® dx A d», 
where we have put b*,...,,, = b., ® . . . ® b^, bJ1-J« = b-" ® . . . ® bJ«, b0i...ar = b0 | ® 
• • .®ba r , b
6'-6' = b6' ® . . .®b 6 ' . 
Proof. This follows from the definition of the curvature, Proposition 1.9 and the 
iteration of Theorem 2.5. D 
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3. CLASSICAL CONNECTIONS 
Let M be an m-dimensional manifold. Local coordinate charts on M will be de-
noted by (xA), A = 1,. . . ,ra, the induced coordinate charts on TM or T*M will be 
denoted by (xx, xx) or (xA, i\) and the induced local bases of sections of TM or T*M 
are denoted by (d\) or (dA), respectively. 
A classical connection on M is defined to be a linear symmetric connection on 
PM '. TM -> M with coordinate expression 




0O(M,R\ r / ^ r ^ V 
Remark 3.1. Let us recall the 1st and the 2nd Bianchi identities of classical connec-
tions expressed in coordinates by 
R[r]/\, + R[T]\ V + R[T] /u\ = 0, 
R[TV\w + R[r]u VIA + J*[r] A A * = o, 
respectively, where ; denotes the covariant differential with respect to T. 
Let us denote by Ep/S := &E ® ®
qE* ® 0 T M <8> <g>aT*M. Then, as a direct 
q'3 M M M 
consequence of Proposition 2.4, we have 
Proposition 3.2. A classical connection T on M and a linear connection K on E 
induce the linear tensor product connection KP <g> Trs := &K ® &K* ® ® T ® ®T* 
K\ <g> r j : JSJJ -> T*M ® TJSJi 
with coordinate expression 
Kp 6dVr = du 6d (f) 4- (KJl WW--*PA--A»- j L KJv W»--»P--*A--A»" 
— K k 7 / - i - * P
A I - - A r __ __ is k ii..ipAi...Ar 
^ J l " ykj2...jqHl...Hs '" ^JQ * yjl...jq-lkm...p, 
I T Ai ii-ipP\2...\r , , p Ar ii...ipAi...Ar-i,o 
" t " i p "yji...jqt*i...n, "•" _ r i p » yj\...jqH\..Hs 
— F i° »|*l—'PAl—A*' _ __ P ^ . -l—»pAl...Ar \ fijl...jql*l.../-* \ 
1 ,U1 »/ yjl...jqPH2...p<3 '" l V» V yjl...jqtll...f*,-ipj Uil...ip\l...\r J 
where (a:A, y}l"".̂ î"".̂ ) a r e ^ e induced linear fiber coordinates on Epfs. 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 2.7 we have 
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Proposition 3.3. The curvature R[KJj ® Trs] is determined by the curvatures R[K] 
and R[T]. We have the coordinate expression 
mpq ® ra = (w\k\» y£t^+•••+mis*™ ^::r;1*i;
Ar 
- RyK]^ VIV2 2/fcj2..j'9m..̂  R\p-\jq v\i>2 yji..Jq-lk»i...n, 
•4- P\V] A l «i-»pPA2...Ar , , orpl Ar ii...ipAi...Ar-ip 
f It[L \p UxV2 yj\...3qli\..4i, ^ ^ ^l
1 lP v\"1. y3\...jqH\...H, 
- Hfrl p ? / - -
i P A l " A r orpl p ii...ipAi...Ar \ 
Ih[Llll\ "W2 yjl...JqpH2...», '"'L
1../** -yl» /2ilJi...J f7/Ai.../iJ_ip / 
bi,...,, ® b * " * ® 9Al...Ar ® d"
1" "* ® d"1 A d"2, 
where we have putb^...^ = b^®.. .®bjp, V
1-* = b71®.. .0 b7"', 9Al...Ar = dAl®.. -®9Ar, 
^i-. /x. = d / - i ® . . . ® d . » . . 
4. COVARIANT DIFFERENTIALS 




Definition 4.1. Let $ G C°°(E^3). We define the covariant differential of $ with 
respect to a pair of connections (K, T) as a section of E™ ® T*M defined by 
v(*' r)$ = j 1 ^ - (Kpq ® r ; ) o $ . 
Remark 4.2. The covariant differential V ^ , r ) $ is in fact the standard covariant 
differential (see Definition 1.3) V*?®1^*. 
Proposition 4.3. Let* e C°°(^), * = ^ j f c ^ K~s,®V1' ^®dAl...Ar®d"••*•. 
Then tue ftave JAe coordinate expression 
v^> r)$ = v^-rV-I1:::J:
A;1:t tv. . . , ® *>*••* ® aAl...Ar ® #• • •* ® ef 
f .Q jii—ipAi. . .A r TV- »i /*fci2-ipAi...Ar iv- iD / i i . . . ip_ifcAi . . .A r 
= ^ i , . . * W . . * . " -"* " ̂ , . . * « - * . I^* *" ^i...i,M....M. 
i I/" * / i i . . . ipAi . . .A r . i i / ft ; i i . . . ipAi . . .A r 
+ * j i " ^*ia...j,|.i...M. + " ' + KJ<. " ^ , . . ^ - 1 ^ 1 . . . ^ 
_ P Ai yii...ippA2...Ar __ p Ar iii...ipAi...Ar-ip 
i P ^ W , / - ! ••*-- " " ^ u(Pj\..JqP>\..H, 
I p p / i i . . . ipAi. . .A r . , p p »ii...ipAi...Ar l 
T L /-i * (Pjl...jqpp*...n, "•
 h x /*- " <Pj\..jqn\...n,-\pj 
K...iP ® W
W ' ® 3Ai...Ar ® ^ " ^ ® d" . 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Definition 4.1 and the coordinate expres-
sion (see Proposition 3.2) of the connection Kvq ® T£. D 
In what follows we set V = V(*>r> and 4 ^ ^ = V ^ J ^ i -
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Remark 4.4. If p = q = 0 the field $ is a standard (r, s)-tensor field on M and 
V$ coincides with the standard covariant differential with respect to the classical 
connection T. 
Corollary 4.5. We have 
VR[K] = #[K] /A^ V ®bi®dxAd»®du 
= (cUfK],-V - Kv\ R[K\5
P
X^ + Kfv R[K\V\, 
+ T/A P[K]/PM + Tv% R[K\/Xp) V ®bi®d
xAd»®du. 
The generalized Bianchi identity can be expressed by covariant differentials as fol-
lows. 
Theorem 4.6 (The generalized Bianchi identity). We have 
R[K]j%\w + R[K]j\v\\ + R[K]jlv\\v = 0 • 
Proof. This can be proved easily in coordinates by using Corollary 4.5. • 
Theorem 4.7. Let $ € C°°{EP*). Then we have 
Alt V2$ = ~ R[Tpq ® K
r
3] o $ € C°°(E
p£ ® A2T*M), 
where Alt is the antisymmetrization. 
Proof. This can be proved in coordinates by using Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 4.3. 
• 
Example 4.8. Let $ G C°°(E), $ = <j)%. Then 
i.e. in coordinates 
Alt V2$ = ~\R[K] O $ : M -> JE ® A2T*M, 
Alt V2$ = - ^ R[K]/Xli <jP b. ® d
A A ď\ 
Example 4.9. We have 
AltV2R[K] :M^E*®E®A2T*M®A2T*M, 
expressed in coordinates by 






V ® bi ® dx A d" ® cf' A d"*. 
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